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AK LNG is a major project to commercialize North Slope gas; it consists of four major components: 

. Gas production from Prudhoe Bay (~75% of the total) and Point Thomson (~25%) 

. A gas treatment plant (GTP) on the North Slope to remove impurities and make gas ready for transport 

. A large scale gas pipeline to Nikiski, with at least five off-take points for gas use within the state 

. A 15-18 million ton per annum liquefaction facility at Nikiski to cool the gas and make it ready for export 

Approximate cost estimate is $45 to $65 billion  
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Segment Approx. Cost (% Total)
Upstream 10-15%
GTP 20-25%
Pipeline 20-25%
LNG 40-55%

Upstream
GTP
Pipeline
Liquefaction

AK LNG 101 › Project timeline & evolution › AK LNG Design › LNG basics
project components › major agreements
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AK LNG path set in three agreements: a Heads of Agreement, a Memorandum of Understanding and SB 138.  

Heads of Agreement (HOA) 

The HOA envisioned that the state would take physical possession of 20-25% of the gas and the same share 
of the infrastructure associated with this project. 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 

The state assigned to TransCanada (TC) its 25% equity in the GTP and pipeline. TC bears the state’s share of 
the pre-construction and construction costs, and the state pays TC a tariff to use these facilities. State has  
an option to buy back 40% of its original 25% share in the pipeline and GTP from TC (up to 10% of the total). 

Senate Bill 138 (SB 138) 

SB 138 provided changes to the tax code and other key areas of statute, authorized the executive branch to 
negotiate a range of subsequent agreements that would be required to move the project to the next phase of 
development, and established a broad roadmap for how the Legislature will oversee and consent to these 
negotiations.

4AK LNG 101 › Project timeline & evolution › AK LNG Design › LNG basics
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projects need to move on many parallel fronts 
Upstream Delineate resource base, certify reserves, define production plan                     

Midstream Define pipeline path, secure right-of-way, environmental permits                  

Liquefaction Define project size, processing / gas quality, project structure               

Shipping Decide whether to own, lease or outsource shipping to buyers                      

Marketing Define commercialization plan, secure buyers, sign contracts                   

Financing Define financing plan, secure in-house and third-party lending                    

Permitting Secure permits to construct facility, export gas                  

Partners conduct front-end engineering and design studies (pre-FEED and FEED) 

They then sign engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) contracts 

Construction starts with final investment decision (FID); usually less than 10% of CAPEX spent before FID

5AK LNG 101 › Project timeline & evolution › AK LNG Design › LNG basics
development challenge › LNG projects evolve › AK LNG project timeline
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Projects Evolve: QC LNG (Australia) Case Study 
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FEED (July 2008) FID (October 2010) First Cargo (July 2015)
Size One train: 3-4 mmtpa 

Expandable to 12 mmtpa
Two trains 8.5 mmtpa Two trains 8.5 mmtpa

Upstream Queensland Gas Company (QGC) gas 
BG owned 9.9% of QGC and 20% of QGC’s 

coal-bed methane in Surat Basin

CNOOC 5% in parts of Surat Basin 
Tokyo Gas 1.25% in parts of Surat Basin 

Remainder was BG  

Third-party gas (AP LNG); Gas storage 
CNOOC up to 25% in Surat & Bowen Basin 

BG 74% of resource base

Liquefaction T1: BG 70%, QGC 30% T1: BG 90%, CNOOC 10% 
T2: BG 97.5%, Tokyo Gas 2.5% 

T1: BG 50%, CNOOC 50% 
T2: BG 97.5%, Tokyo Gas 2.5% 

T3: CNOOC option for 25% 
BG: 100% of common facilities

Off-take* BG Group: 100% CNOOC: 3.6 mmtpa* 
Tokyo Gas: 1.2 mmtpa* 

BG Group: balance

CNOOC: 8.6 mmtpa* 
Tokyo Gas: 1.2 mmtpa* 

Chubu Electric: ~0.6 mmtpa*

External 
Financing

JBIC: 175 mn to Tokyo Gas 
US EX-IM: $1.8 billion 

* Off-take is supplemented by BG’s global portfolio—not all LNG will come from Australia
Source: BG Group Databook 2008—2013 Editions, industry press

development challenge › LNG projects evolve › AK LNG project timeline
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2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Project Stage Pre-FEED FEED Construction Online

Investment 
(Entire Project)

$400—$500 
mm

$1,500—$2,000 mm 
(Equity)

$45—65 billion 
(Debt and equity)

O&M 
Met from cash flow

Investment 
(State of Alaska)

$50—$125 
mm

$200—$500 mm 
(Equity)

$6—$15 billion  
(Debt and equity)

O&M 
Met from cash flow

from Pre-feed to feed 
Technical Conceptual design, route selection, narrowing of cost estimate, risk management                      

Regulatory Export approvals, FERC permitting and input process from stakeholders                    

Commercial Domestic gas, off-take and balancing, transportation services, LNG disposition, financing                  

Organizational FEED-stage JV agreements & governance, lease modifications, RIK determination              

Fiscal Fiscal agreement, property tax, method of stabilization                            

development challenge › LNG projects evolve › AK LNG project timeline
AK LNG 101 › Project timeline & evolution › AK LNG Design › LNG basics
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Unlike oil, LNG dominated by midstream cost 
Fixed nature of tariff in ‘in value’ alternative amplifies impact of price movement on state returns
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Indicative LNG Value Chain 
in Alaska

Oil ($/bbl) Gas ($/boe) Gas ($/boe) Gas ($/boe)

Resource Price $100.00 $81.00 $75.00 $70.00

Less: Marine transport $3.46 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00

Less: Pipeline & LNG Tariff $6.58 $60.18 $60.18 $60.18

Gross Value  
at Point of Production

$89.96 $14.82 $8.82 $3.82

AK LNG 101 › Project timeline & evolution › AK LNG Design › LNG basics
oil vs. gas economics › the motivation for SOA equity › the financials of TransCanada participation
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25% of project, but more than 25% of value 
With equity ownership, SOA takes a disproportionate share of the cashflows, especially at lower prices 

Physical ownership of gas (royalty in kind, tax as gas) aids state, producer and project economics
Percent of cumulative cash flows over project life
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Financially, TransCanada Deal is Akin to a loan 
TransCanada shoulders a share of SOA’s capital commitments and Alaska repays over time with tariff 

SOA cash outlays fall by $1.7 bn (no buyback) to $1 bn (buyback) during development period 
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AK LNG 101 › Project timeline & evolution › AK LNG Design › LNG basics
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In absence of global gas price, marketing matters 
Oil is priced globally, but gas is priced regionally or locally; no “global” gas price; marketing matters 
Idiosyncratic factors more important than global fundamentals in driving gas pricing  
In oil, SOA can take a “step back” in terms of marketing; in gas, SOA has to be engaged 
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Source: EIA, IMF, Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), Trade statistics of Japan, Bundesamt für Wirtschaft und Ausfuhrkontrolle (BAFA), st louis fred
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no global gas price › details in pricing matter › LNG LT risk › market environment › how counter-parties judge LNG › framework for AK Leg
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Even in same market, oil linkage = different prices 
Oil indexed prices show different patterns in Japan; timing and formula matter a great deal
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Source: EIA,Trade statistics of Japan, st louis fred

no global gas price › details in pricing matter › LNG LT risk › market environment › how counter-parties judge LNG › framework for AK Leg
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LNG projects all about managing long-term risk 
LNG projects take many years (often decades) to “arrange” but most money is spent during construction  

LNG consists of making big upfront investments (for 4-5 years) that repay capital over 20+ years  

Risk management across the board (technology, commercial, fiscal, political, etc) is key to success 
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AK LNG is a tough project in a weakened market 
Lower oil prices 

Lower oil prices limit CAPEX budgets, they limit demand upside (where gas competes with oil) and they put 
pressure on prices   

Market is already feeling loose and the boom in supply hasn’t hit yet 

Supply growth and weakening demand are already creating a sense of oversupply in physical market; and LNG 
capacity will grow by 150 mmtpa in 2015—2019 (LNG in 2014 was 241 mmtpa)  

LNG buyers believe they have ample choice  

From the L48, to Western Canada, to Eastern Africa and new projects in Pacific (Indonesia, Russia, Malaysia, 
Australia), buyers have many choices; and that’s before adding Iran to the mix  

Cost structure has come down 

The era of super-expensive LNG projects has passed; new projects far cheaper than the headline cost of AK LNG  

…. but AK LNG project start-date is beyond current negotiation window; fighting for a place in next tranche 
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how do counter-parties judge a proposed project?
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will the gas supply be 
reliable?

How much gas do the sponsors have? 
What is the technical complexity of the resource? 
What is the gas quality (level of processing needed)? 
What factors might interrupt supply (technical or political)?

Are the Sponsors credible 
and committed?  

Do they have the technical capacity to execute project (track-record, complexity)? 
Do they have access to sufficient internal and/or external funds? 
Are they organizationally committed within their portfolios?  
What partnerships or commitments do they have (buyers, financiers, contractors)?

Is there Stakeholder  
Buy-in?

Does the sovereign support this project? 
Is the support durable and demonstrated tangibly?  
Does the local community support it (project footprint, engagement, NGO activity)? 
Is there a clear, speedy, and transparent regulatory and judicial review?

Does the ecosystem support 
development?

Can the government manage approvals and negotiate contracts (e.g. level of corruption)? 
Is there a physical risk to the infrastructure (personnel and assets)? 
Is there sufficient existing infrastructure (roads, ports, pipelines)? 
Is there a strong labor pool (visa restrictions) and auxiliary industries (local content)?

Is the project Commercially 
viable? 

What is the project’s estimated cost relative to price expectations? 
What is the fiscal burden (government take and fiscal stability)? 
At what stage of development is the project? 
Do the project rewards offset the project risks?

AK LNG 101 › Project timeline & evolution › AK LNG Design › LNG basics
no global gas price › details in pricing matter › LNG LT risk › market environment › how counter-parties judge LNG › framework for AK Leg
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How to judge agreements that come to Legislature?  
Wearing a project hat 

Project timeline Does this agreement push the project forward or does it delay it?           

Competitiveness Does this agreement make AK LNG more competitive in the market?        

Ability to change Is this a “final” decision or is there opportunity to revisit / adjust later?       

Wearing an owner hat 

Risk and reward To what risks does this agreement expose the state over time? What’s the upside?         

Risk management   What tools can the state employ to manage this risk? What’s the cost of those tools?    

Risk tolerance How much of this risk is the state willing to take?              

Wearing a sovereign hat 

Organization  How to set up environment, structure and responsibilities to manage project?             

AK LNG 101 › Project timeline & evolution › AK LNG Design › LNG basics
no global gas price › details in pricing matter › LNG LT risk › market environment › how counter-parties judge LNG › framework for AK Leg
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Deliverability is key to LNG projects 
Projects underpinned by 15-20 year contracts with binding minimum supply and purchase commitments 

Deliverability risks by phase include: 

Ramp-up Can we reach target peak production quickly and without difficulties?                      

Plateau Will the plateau last long enough to meet our supply commitments reliably?                        

Decline Once decline sets in, how predictable will production be?                         

Plateau

Ramp-Up

Decline

Deliverability › gas balancing › LNG marketing › SOA LNG marketing
the need for predictable supply › AK LNG production profile
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Upstream Structure both asset and complication 
Prudhoe Bay  Exceptionally well understood - gas has been produced multiple times over              

 Significant upward production flexibility - very rare in LNG projects                                      

Point Thomson Technically complex, not yet produced at volume - ramp-up deliverability risks           

Prudhoe Bay upward flex could mitigate Point Thomson deliverability risks - unusually low ramp-up risk

Source: Alaska LNG Project Update to Joint Resources Committee, September 2015

Deliverability › gas balancing › LNG marketing › SOA LNG marketing
the need for predictable supply › AK LNG production profile
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upward flex Can shift risk from ramp-up to plateau 
Producing any reservoir at a faster rate reduces plateau length and brings forward decline phase 

For producers with equal exposure to Prudhoe Bay and Point Thomson, this can be balanced 

Producers with differential exposure among the two fields face different impacts
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different field ownership creates divergence 
One partner has minimal exposure to Point Thomson risks, while another has outsized PT exposure 

Over-lifting Prudhoe entails a ‘loan’ of gas from Prudhoe-concentrated partners to PT-concentrated ones 

Can this loan be paid back during the reliably deliverable plateau phase? 

From which field? How does that impact questions of control over production in meeting commitments? 

How does it impact length of supply obligations that can be incurred?

Prudhoe Bay W. I. 
ExxonMobil 36.40%
ConocoPhillips 36.08%
BP 26.36%
Others 1.16%
Point Thomson W. I. 
ExxonMobil 62.26%
BP 31.07%
ConocoPhillips 4.94%
Others 1.73%

}
25%

75%
Blended share %
ExxonMobil 32.1%
State of Alaska 25.0%
ConocoPhillips 21.2%
BP 20.7%
Others 1.0%

Deliverability › gas balancing › LNG marketing › SOA LNG marketing
upward flexibility › different ownership between PBU and PTU › marketing impacts on balancing › the need for balancing
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marketing approach also impacts upstream risks
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Blended share %
ExxonMobil 32.1%
State of Alaska 25.0%
ConocoPhillips 21.2%
BP 20.7%
Others 1.0%

aK LNG LNG BUYERs

Joint Venture Marketing 
All gas sold through one entity

Prudhoe Bay W. I. 
ExxonMobil 36.40%
ConocoPhillips 36.08%
BP 26.36%
Others 1.16%
Point Thomson W. I. 
ExxonMobil 62.26%
BP 31.07%
ConocoPhillips 4.94%
Others 1.73%

}
25%

75%
Blended share %
ExxonMobil 32.1%
State of Alaska 25.0%
ConocoPhillips 21.2%
BP 20.7%
Others 1.0%

LNG BUYERs
LNG BUYERs
LNG BUYERs
LNG BUYERs
LNG BUYERs

equity marketing 
each gas owner sells their own gas

Prudhoe Bay W. I. 
ExxonMobil 36.40%
ConocoPhillips 36.08%
BP 26.36%
Others 1.16%
Point Thomson W. I. 
ExxonMobil 62.26%
BP 31.07%
ConocoPhillips 4.94%
Others 1.73%

}
* Note: blended share is approximate and has not been finalized yet

25%

75%

Deliverability › gas balancing › LNG marketing › SOA LNG marketing
upward flexibility › different ownership between PBU and PTU › marketing impacts on balancing › the need for balancing
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Gas Supply/balancing is AKLNG foundation 
Partner balance  Sales commitments may deviate from agreed share (lower demand/ sales)           

  Working interest partners may lift more/less than their working interest share                                       

Cross-field balance If PTU or PBU suffers production outage, other field may need to boost supply     

 If there is long-term underperformance, PTU or PBU may need to supply more gas                                       

SOA gas sales In equity marketing, and assuming RIK determination, SOA must sell its gas               

SOA derivative share State of Alaska will have sales commitments but no control of upstream decisions      

How will balancing work between and within fields? Over what time frame will balancing occur?  

How can the project ensure that balances do not grow to unsustainable levels?  

Can state achieve sufficient supply certainty through supply contract? 

Can state instead achieve sufficient control through upstream governance arrangements?

23Deliverability › gas balancing › LNG marketing › SOA LNG marketing
upward flexibility › different ownership between PBU and PTU › marketing impacts on balancing › the need for balancing
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New Projects typically pre-sell 90% of output

24

Contact Status of LNG Projects sanctioned after 2012 (through September 2015)

Project name Country sanction date
Capacity  
(mmtpa)

Contracts 
(mmtpa)

% Sold

Ichthys, Trains 1-2 Australia Jan-12 8.4 8.3 99%
Caribbean FLNG Colombia Mar-12 0.5 0.5 100%
PFLNG 1 Malaysia Jun-12 1.2 0.0 0%
Australia Pacific, Train 2 Australia Jul-12 4.5 4.3 96%
Sabine Pass, Trains 1-2 United States Jul-12 9.0 8.0 89%
Malaysia LNG, Train 9 Malaysia Mar-13 3.6 0.0 0%
Sabine Pass, Trains 3-4 United States May-13 9.0 8.0 89%
Yamal, Trains 1-3 Russia Dec-13 16.5 14.3 87%
PFLNG 2 (Rotan) Malaysia Jan-14 1.5 0.0 0%
Cameron, Trains 1-3 United States Aug-14 12.0 12.0 100%
Cove Point United States Oct-14 4.6 4.6 100%
Freeport, Trains 1-2 United States Nov-14 9.3 8.8 95%
Freeport, Train 3 United States Apr-15 4.6 4.4 95%
Corpus Christi, Trains 1-2 United States May-15 9.0 7.5 83%
Sabine Pass, Train 5 United States Jun-15 4.5 3.8 83%
Total 98.2 84.5 86%
Total ex. PETRONAS 91.9 84.5 92%

Source: Enalytica based on company announcements, industry press and reports

Deliverability › gas balancing › LNG marketing › SOA LNG marketing
LNG contracting from new projects › trends in new project marketing › SPA basics › mitigating volatility in pricing
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Selling LNG: patterns from recent projects 
Reliance on LT Number of changes in what contracts companies sign these days            

 More portfolio contracts, more flexibility, shorter duration, new pricing systems etc.                                      

 But new projects still overwhelmingly get sanctioned on back of LT contracts                                     

Share to pre-sell Over 85% in long-term (20-years) contracts before or soon after taking FID        

Counter-parties Average 3 buyers per project (range from 1 to 6)         

Price exposure US projects linked to Henry Hub; others mostly oil-linked           

Contract size Range from 1 million tons per annum (mmtpa) to 4+ mmtpa (132—530 mmcf/d)              

Transfer point No trend between FOB/DES; increasing tendency to destination flexibility             

Equity partners About a third (30%) of the buyers had equity in the project         

25Deliverability › gas balancing › LNG marketing › SOA LNG marketing
LNG contracting from new projects › trends in new project marketing › SPA basics › mitigating volatility in pricing
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What’s in a sales and purchase agreement (SPA)? 
Most SPAs are over 100 pages and are customarily confidential (with limited details released)   

Pricing Formula, usually oil link, but also Henry Hub; fixed and variable parameters; inflation                         

Term Usually 20-year for new projects; date of first cargo; treatment of delays                             

Volume Average contract quantity plus any flexibility (±10-20%); make-up gas                        

Title transfer Delivery point; destination restrictions; profit sharing for diverted cargoes              

Logistics Delivery schedule; tanker/facility specs and approvals; measurement                     

Gas quality   Gas specs (molecular breakdown / heating value); provisions for off-spec gas               

Financial  Invoicing process; payment terms; guarantees; currency; taxes; insurance; indices                    

Precedents Precedent conditions (FID, finance); regulatory approvals; activation window                 

Legal Jurisdiction; dispute resolution; renegotiation; force majeure; liabilities; termination                           

26Deliverability › gas balancing › LNG marketing › SOA LNG marketing
LNG contracting from new projects › trends in new project marketing › SPA basics › mitigating volatility in pricing
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Pricing formulate can help mitigate volatility 
Price volatility is a function of two parameters: intercept (fixed) and slope (variable component)  

“S-curves” are clauses that change the link between gas price and index above or below thresholds 

Instead of a linear link, gas prices do not rise/fall as much if oil prices rise/fall above certain thresholds 

They reduce downside risk by forgoing some upside—they can even provide a floor/ceiling on prices 

index (Oil, Henry Hub or other)
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Low intercept

High intercept

Deliverability › gas balancing › LNG marketing › SOA LNG marketing
LNG contracting from new projects › trends in new project marketing › SPA basics › mitigating volatility in pricing
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Focus on performance over time  

LNG contracts last a long time; volatility is inevitable, and the goal is a plan that suits the state’s 
interests over time, not a plan that delivers the best result at every point over a 20-year timeframe. 

Focus on risk not the “highest” price  

The highest price today may not be the highest price tomorrow; and the highest price could mean being 
priced out of a market and having LNG unsold; the state should focus on understanding its risk tolerance 
and developing a portfolio mix that serves its exposure appetite.  

Don’t outsource your risk profile 

Selling LNG through its partners, the state would also be assuming their risk tolerance—even though the 
state might have a different risk appetite. Judge offers on their ability to satisfy the state’s risk profile. 
Build in-house expertise 

The LNG market is highly fragmented,  and expertise makes a difference; an autopilot approach will not 
serve the state’s interests over the long term. 

28Deliverability › gas balancing › LNG marketing › SOA LNG marketing
SOA LNG marketing goals › levers for SOA achieving desired risk-reward balance
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What levers does the state have? 
Share to pre-sell Does Alaska want to pre-sell 100% of its output?        

Counter-parties How many counter-parties? Few are simpler but concentrate risk         

Price exposure Oil vs. Henry Hub indexation; S-curves and other protections           

Volume risk How important are steady sales to the state?                 

Transfer point Will the state be involved in shipping?             

Equity partners Will the judge select buyers based on their interest to invest in AK LNG?          

Intangibles What other interests does the state have? For example, links to foreign sovereigns                 

29

SOA LNG marketing goals › levers for SOA achieving desired risk-reward balance
Deliverability › gas balancing › LNG marketing › SOA LNG marketing
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A lot still to be clarified about Project structure  

31

Project Entities AK LNG LLC is entity involved in FERC permitting process, DOE export license 
Is it solely a cost-center, used to manage capital commitments and operating expenses? 
Or does it sell LNG? 
How will the flow of funds work? 
How is the project-within-a-project structure maintained?

Equity vs JV marketing Has project JV Marketing been ruled out?  
Are there benefits to the state from seeking JV arrangements individually with other partners? 
Would there be separate legal vehicles established for each such JV arrangement?

Withdrawal Terms  If one partner doesn’t want to proceed, how is their project share acquired? Will they sell their gas? 
Should this be established in advance, or negotiated at the time? 
Benefits of advanced establishment: 
- Reduced risk of project stalling due to to non-commitment by one participant 
Risks of advanced establishment: 
- Contingent commitment for producers to sell means contingent commitment for state to buy 
- Potentially major contingent liability on state’s balance sheet 
- Price at which producers willing to agree sale may not be one at which SOA should want to buy  
- Pre-agreed terms unusual and may be difficult to negotiate

Role of Transcanada What role, if any, will TC have in the project structure going forward? 
Is the Limited Partnership structure proposed by the MOU still relevant/applicable?

AK LNG structure › Financing › LNG project structures › governance › TransCanada
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Various Financing Options Open to LNG projects 
Balance Sheet Finance     Project Finance 
Project sponsors provide funds     Third parties lend to project directly, not to sponsors               
Funds can combine debt and cash flow    Sponsors put up some equity (e.g. 30%)  
Guaranteed by project sponsor (recourse)  Guaranteed by projected revenues (non-recourse) 
Rate depends on sponsor’s balance sheet  Rate depends on project risk 
Easier if all parties have strong balance sheets Easier to accommodate riskier sponsors 

Key Questions for State of Alaska 
What mix of debt and equity? 
Will debt be specific to LNG project, or broader state balance sheet liability? 
Will equity come from recurrent revenues, or other sources? 
What role does the Permanent Fund play and how does this affect restricted / unrestricted revenue?

32

financing options › project finance in LNG projects
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Project Finance well established in LNG 
Since 2000, two-thirds of the LNG capacity sanctioned has relied on some form of project finance 

Diverse financing from sponsors, export credit agencies, multilateral banks and commercial banks 

Projects often raised in excess of $10 billion and even up to $20 billion—but funding brings scrutiny 
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financing options › project finance in LNG projects
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Unincorporated JV: Flexible but hard to negotiate 
Ubiquitous for upstream, much rarer for LNG; North West Shelf (Australia) and Kenai LNG main examples 

Joint Venture through contract, not legal vehicle 

Structure offers flexibility upfront but rigidity in instituting changes 

Flow-through tax partnership  

In US, many of these benefits now available through LLC corporate form
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incorporated JV more typical lng project structure 
Concentrates assets, liabilities, contracts in project company 

Project company is central; may or may not need separate operator 

Gas may be purchased from partners at transfer price, or from third parties 

JV marketing straightforward 

Project non-recourse debt can be backed by buyer contracts, not partners
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Tolling: liquefaction as infrastructure 
Standard structure for US GOM projects and places where liquefaction developers are not gas owners 

Project earns toll rather than gas revenue; minimal commodity risk/reward 

Toll contract frequently with gas supplier, who deals directly with buyer 

Sometimes toll contract with buyer, who deals directly with upstream supplier 

If project financed, financing on basis of toll contract
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Key Governance Agreement Terms
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Membership & Distributions Do all members fall in the same category, with the same rights and responsibilities? 
Is the vehicle a profit-generating one does it receive proceeds of LNG sales? 
Is it solely a cost-center, used to manage capital commitments and operating expenses? 
Are all profits distributed to members, or are some retained? 
Are there particular tax considerations for distributions? 

Decision Making & Control  Establish management positions, rights and procedures in case of management conflicts  
Establish decision making bodies and procedures, including quorum and voting requirements: 
- Decisions requiring unanimity among members: stage-gate decisions / major capital commitments  
- Decisions that can be made with a super-majority 
- Decisions that can be made by a simple majority 
- Decisions that can be made by a single member, with regard to their share

Capital Calls Once decisions have been made about committing capital:  
- How long do members have to contribute new capital  
- What happens if a member fails to meet a capital call, either short or long run?

Expansion Terms HOA includes broad terms on expansion and third-party access including:  
- Expansion process can be initiated by any AKLNG party, provided doesn’t adversely impact others 
- All parties have the right but not the obligation to participate 
- Expansion parties pay costs and have exclusive access to incremental capacity 
How are these operationalized in the governance agreements?

key governance terms › case study
AK LNG structure › Financing › LNG project structures › governance › TransCanada
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Key Governance Agreement Terms

38

Withdrawal Terms Either within LLC agreement or a separate contract:  
- Under what terms can a member leave the project? 
- How is work undertaken remunerated or the overall project valued? 
- Will a non-participating leaseholder provide gas to the project, and under what terms? 

Most details of withdrawal terms usually negotiated at the time, rather than in advance 
- Are there benefits and risks in seeking to codify these at this point? 

Sale & Transfer Rights & 
Responsibilities  

What restrictions apply on members’ ability to sell their project share, to other partners or third parties? 
What approval to members wanting to sell require, and what pre-emptive rights to other members have? 
- Rights of first refusal? 
- Tag-along rights? 
- Drag-along rights?

Operatorship & Shared 
Services

Will one member act as operator? 
- How will this relationship be codified? 
- Will this be for FEED and/or Execution phases, or also once operations begin?  

How will access be provided to North Slope shared infrastructure and services? 

key governance terms › case study
AK LNG structure › Financing › LNG project structures › governance › TransCanada
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Case Study: Elk-Antelope and Preemptive Rights 
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Dec 2013:

Feb 2014:

Feb 2015:

Mar 26 2015:
Mar 28 2014:

key governance terms › case study
AK LNG structure › Financing › LNG project structures › governance › TransCanada
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Financially, TransCanada Deal is Akin to a loan 
TransCanada shoulders a share of SOA’s capital commitments and Alaska repays over time with tariff 

SOA cash outlays fall by $1.7 bn (no buyback) to $1 bn (buyback) during development period 

AK LNG structure › Financing › LNG project structures › governance › TransCanada
TC financial aspects › project cash flows › tariff benchmark › pros and cons › decision point › key questions
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TC’s share of cash is Relatively Small 
TC’s share ranges from 1% to 7%, depending on price levels and state’s exercise of buyback 

Percent of cumulative cash flows over project life, 25% Equity Case
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TransCanada Tariff Offer within US market norms 
Capitalization structure (75:25 debt:equity) is more weighted toward debt than average FERC pipeline 
Cost of equity (12%) and debt (5%) below average; weighted cost of capital (6.75%) near bottom of 
group  
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Financial Non-Financial

Pros

• Substantial portion of initial capital cost not 
borne directly by state 

• Attractive tariff terms relative to US pipeline 
market norms 

• Exit from potential AGIA liabilities

• Expansion-oriented partner to drive future 
expansion development 

• Presence at negotiation table, especially 
during early, project-defining stages 

• Execution capabilities 
• Continuity and momentum

Cons

• State pledge of “full faith and credit” to 
tariff may be equivalent to bearing costs 
directly - liability likely capitalized 

• Significantly higher cost of capital 
• State reimburses TC in full with interest in 

all circumstances - even if TC decides to 
terminate

• State retails almost all risk, but gives up 
significant control 

• Potential ‘partner alignment’ cost 
• Potential loss of transparency to state of key 

project components

TC Involvement has strengths and weaknesses

AK LNG structure › Financing › LNG project structures › governance › TransCanada
TC financial aspects › project cash flows › tariff benchmark › pros and cons › decision point › key questions
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transCanada Decision point approaches 
SOA has until December 2015 to: 
-execute a Firm Transportation Services Agreement (FTSA) 
-exercise Equity Option (EO) to buy-back 40% of the 25% portion of pipe & GTP held by TransCanada 
Until gas supply/balancing issues and marketing approach  are sufficiently resolved to enable SOA take 
an RIK decision, SOA has no gas and cannot sign an FTSA 

From here two routes are possible: 
Terminate relationship with TransCanada 
- Pay TransCanada development costs to date + AFUDC (April 2014 Pre-FEED estimate: ~$70mm) 
- Appropriate additional funds to conclude pre-FEED work program without TC 
- Plan for SOA to fund full 25% share of FEED program (~$450-500mm vs ~200-320mm) 
Continue relationship with TransCanada 
- Renegotiate timeline for decisions, to ensure RIK decision can be reached before FTSA

AK LNG structure › Financing › LNG project structures › governance › TransCanada
TC financial aspects › project cash flows › tariff benchmark › pros and cons › decision point › key questions
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Key questions to ask re transCanada 
Finance What is SOA cost of capital? How would FTSA impact SOA balance sheet?                       

Project timetable TC heavily involved in pre-FEED; who takes over and what’s the impact?       

Negotiations  TC still represents state in negotiation; how will SOA advance expansion principles?              

Expansion  SOA relied on TC to drive expansions; what is SOA plan now?                  

Withdrawal  In case of withdrawal by one party, might having TC help?               

45AK LNG structure › Financing › LNG project structures › governance › TransCanada
TC financial aspects › project cash flows › tariff benchmark › pros and cons › decision point › key questions
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New LNG market: boom after years of tightness 
LNG supply grew little in 2012—2014 due to limited capacity additions and utilization problems 
LNG market coped mostly by re-directing gas from Europe and North America to Asia and Latin America 
Supply response (new project development) after years of tightness is showing up; and oil has crashed 
In 2010–2014, global LNG capacity grew by 58 mmtpa; in 2015—2019, it will grow by 150 mmtpa  
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Era of super-expensive LNG is over (for now) 
Between 2007 and 2012, the cost of developing LNG projects rose dramatically  
Several LNG projects in Australia cost over $2,500 per ton of capacity 
US L48 projects are much cheaper even accounting for fact that they do not include upstream costs 
Alaska’s current cost structure is closer to Oz LNG projects than to L48 projects 
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Source: enalytica based on Company reports and Press releases; includes greenfield and brownfield projects; US projects (2012 onwards) include only midstream 

Ak LNG at $45 to $65 billion 
(current cost estimates)
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New Pricing expectations Pose challenge for AK LNG 
Lower oil prices and US-based LNG have reshaped pricing expectations for buyers 
The average price for LNG into Japan was around $8.50/MMBtu in June/July 2015 
LNG from the L48 could reach Japan for a price around $7.50 to $10/MMBtu 
Market will change until mid 2020s, but environment has changed; cost competitiveness is crucial  
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IN all Market scenarios, AK LNG needs a big push  
Previous booms halted due to policy (Qatar moratorium) or costs (Australia); but Lower 48 “limitless” 
LNG contract prices can converge towards Henry Hub plus 

Suppliers match US-based LNG because buyers can always turn to L48 to get supply  

US LNG creates a floor for LNG pricing, but market overshoots (overhang) 

Suppliers refuse to match US-based LNG, especially in contract roll-overs (expirations); US LNG keeps 
growing and creates overhang 

Henry Hub based LNG is priced out of the market 

Higher Henry Hub, lower oil prices or lower LNG costs price Henry Hub out of market.  

US-based LNG is somehow restricted 

US LNG supply remains competitive but market either avoids over-exposure to US or US policymakers 
seek to restrict LNG (energy) exports

51Market › importance of stability › property tax › fiscal stability
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LNG projects all about managing long-term risk 
LNG projects take many years (often decades) to “arrange” but most money is spent during construction  

LNG consists of making big upfront investments (for 4-5 years) that repay capital over 20+ years  

Risk management across the board (technology, commercial, fiscal, political, etc) is key to success 
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RIK/Equity Approach helps manage long-term risk 

Alignment 

RIK structure transforms state from taxing authority to co-venturer, with capital at risk 

State has equal interest in reducing project costs and maximizing project competitiveness 

Capital Commitment 

State equity investment retains revenue benefits for state but improves Return on Capital Employed 

(ROCE) for companies, since no longer responsible for capital commitment to monetize state 

entitlement; helps make marginal project viable 

53Market › importance of stability › property tax › fiscal stability
risk management and LNG projects › how equity boosts stability › why stabilization
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Stable, Durable Fiscal Terms Key to long-term risk 
Reaching FID is a process of ‘nailing down’ details to reduce risk and uncertainty to manageable level 

Extensive technical and engineering work to define exact scope of project cost and potential overruns 

Negotiated LNG Sales Purchase Agreements strictly define scope of commodity price and offtake risks 

Without stabilization, potential that future terms changes could cause major economic deterioration 

Once capital has been committed, without stabilization, limited ability to protect against changes  

Fiscal stability a particularly big issue for: 

- High cost projects (marginal economics, easily eroded) 

- Jurisdictions with high resource-rent dependence (strong incentives to change terms) 

- Jurisdictions with histories of unstable terms

54Market › importance of stability › property tax › fiscal stability
risk management and LNG projects › how equity boosts stability › why stabilization
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Property Tax has a major impact on economics 
Why property tax matters?  What does a good framework look like?                                            
Lots of money (e.g. $1 bn, or up to $1/mmbtu)  Clear formula (simple)           
Long construction period  Predictable / stable                                               
Regressive (fixed regardless of revenue)  Balanced (fair, equitable)                   
Possibly contentious (given history)  Enables project development                           
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More predictable property taxes: Two Approaches 

Negotiated PILT  $/mcf Property Tax                                     
Simple, stable $/mcf  payment  Emulate PILT $/mcf figure through property tax                                     
Numerous payment profiles possible  Depreciation/Inflation - limited levers                           
Contractual - stabilization implicit  Additional stabilization essential                              
Separated from property assessment  Link to property assessment remains                        

56Market › importance of stability › property tax › fiscal stability
how property tax impacts AK LNG economics › pathway to predictable taxation
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Fiscal Stability Case Study: Pacific Northwest LNG 

Market › importance of stability › property tax › fiscal stability
fiscal stabilization in BC › the details of stabilization matter
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SOA / producers may view Stabilization differently  
Growing convergence on the need for fiscal stabilization, including constitutional amendment  

But the details of what stabilization means and how to achieve it could still prove controversial  
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Approach Pros Cons

Fiscal system fully 
contractualized

Contract defines and locks 
down all fiscal matters that will 
govern AKLNG

Stabilization fully specified in 
precise detail, and guaranteed 
for all terms

Most constrictive approach 
Contract creates fiscal terms 
‘from whole cloth’ - significant 
deviation from historical 
statutory approach; more like a 
PSC

Statutory fiscal system, 
guaranteed by contract

Contract locks down fiscal 
system as set by statute at the 
time of signature and provides 
for remedies to any statutory 
changes down the line

All terms have reference in 
statute and/or established 
practices

What is stabilized and what 
isn’t? Harder to deal with 
matters that are determined 
through regulation or agency 
interpretation rather than 
statute.

fiscal stabilization in BC › the details of stabilization matter
Market › importance of stability › property tax › fiscal stability
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How to judge agreements that come to Legislature?  
Wearing a project hat 

Project timeline Does this agreement push the project forward or does it delay it?           

Competitiveness Does this agreement make AK LNG more competitive in the market?        

Ability to change Is this a “final” decision or is there opportunity to revisit / adjust later?       

Wearing an owner hat 

Risk and reward To what risks does this agreement expose the state over time? What’s the upside?         

Risk management   What tools can the state employ to manage this risk? What’s the cost of those tools?    

Risk tolerance How much of this risk is the state willing to take?              

Wearing a sovereign hat 

Organization  How to set up environment, structure and responsibilities to manage project?             
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wrap-up 
LNG projects are big, complex beasts and they take years from inception to execution; this is normal  

The agenda may be daunting, but AK LNG has made enormous progress over the past few years 

Given multiplicity of issues, SOA will engage in lots of back-and-forth to find right answer  

Market is getting tougher and AK LNG will need a strong push to compete 

But Alaska has a strong history in LNG business and other assets that it can capitalize on  
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